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Psychotherapist’s Persuasiveness in Anxiety: Scale Development and 
Relation to the Working Alliance 

 
Margarida Afonseca1, Daniel Sousa1, Alexandre Vaz2, João M. Santos3, and Ana Batista 

 

The therapist’s facilitative interpersonal skills (FIS) have been proposed as a characteristic of effective 

therapists (Anderson, McClintock, et al.,2016, Anderson et al., 2019, Anderson et al., 2020; Heinonen 

& Nissen-Lie, 2020) and a predictor of therapy outcomes (Schöttke et al., 2017; Wampold & Imel, 

2015). The psychotherapist’s persuasive- ness constitutes one of the FIS proposed to enhance the 

client’s expectations and sense of hope (Frank & Frank, 1993; Ilardi & Craighead, 1994) and per- 

ceived treatment credibility (Strong, 1968). Accord- ing to Jerome Frank, clients enter psychotherapy 

in a state of demoralization, characterized by feelings of loneliness and despair. This state of distress 

origi- nates from the client’s maladaptive meanings that prevent clients from overcoming their 

complaints and promote internal conflicts (Frank & Frank, 1993). All psychotherapists provide a 

treatment ra- tionale that explains the client’s problems adapta- tively and describes how 

psychotherapy can relieve them, promoting hope, clarity, and self-efficacy (Frank, 1974). Delivering a 

cogent rationale focused on clients’ problems is proposed to be a fundamental aspect of 

psychotherapy that enhances clients’ expectations, without which therapies will not be as effective in 

symptom reduction (Yulish et al., 2017). Despite being proposed as a crucial determinant of 

psychotherapy outcomes (Frank & Frank, 1993), the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness remains 

underin- vestigated (Ametrano et al., 2017). 

Psychotherapist’s Persuasive Behaviors 

Delivering a treatment rationale is insufficient to enhance the client’s expectations: it needs to be 

presented convincingly (Constantino et al., 2018). Providing a detailed and clear explanation without 

being too exhaustive (Horvath, 1990), mentioning that it is a modern and empirically supported 

treat- ment, and using technical language and clinical cases to describe it, is suggested to enhance 

the cli- ent’s expectations, self-efficacy, and engagement in therapeutic tasks (Ahmed & Westra, 

2009; Ametrano et al., 2017; Kazdin & Krouse, 1983). Rationales focused on the client’s specific 

complaints (Yulish et al., 2017), adapted to the client’s beliefs (Wampold, 2012) and culture (Benish 

et al., 2011), accompanied by charismatic nonverbal behaviors, are thought to be persuasive (Heide, 

2013; Otterson, 2015) andstimulantemotionally (Neumann &Strack, 2000). Despite the importance 

of communicating the rationale and previous attempts at measuring the psychotherapist’s 

persuasiveness (Anderson & Patterson, 2013; Packwood & Parker, 1973; Truax et al., 1968, 1970), 

there still is not a psychometri- callysound scalethatexplicitly measuresthe psycho- therapist’s 

persuasiveness (Vaz&Sousa, 2021). 

Psychotherapist’s Persuasiveness and the Therapist-Client Dyad 

Thepsychotherapist’s persuasiveness is alsocon- nected to aspects of the therapist-client dyad (Frank, 

1986). A study about the influence of FIS on client-rated working alliance suggests that therapists 

with higher interpersonal skills establish stronger alli- ances that grow throughout therapy 

(Anderson, Crowley, et al., 2016). The working alliance is a pan-theoretical concept that refers to the 

emotional bond between the therapist and client and the agree- ment on tasks and goals (Bordin, 

1979), and is con- sidered an essential predictor of therapeutic success (Flückiger et al., 2019; 



Wampold & Imel, 2015). Frank (1987) proposes that the client’s acceptance of the rationale is 

dependent on the working alli- ance. A persuasive therapist establishes an emo- tional connection 

with the client that conveys an empathic understanding of their problems and pro- motes the 

acceptance of new meanings (Frank, 1987). By helping clients adopt adaptive meanings, the 

psychotherapist facilitates the agreement on goals and involvement in tasks (Bordin, 1979). Safran 

and Segal (1990) propose that presenting a persuasive rationale can facilitate establishing the 

working alliance and repairing ruptures in the working alliance (Safran et al., 2011). The relationship 

between the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance remains uninvestigated (Vaz 

& Sousa, 2021). 

 

Impact of the Persuasive Rationale to Anxiety Disorders 

Anxiety disorders are among the most prevalent mental disorders globally (Stein et al., 2017). De- 

spite cognitive-behavior therapy being commonly presented as the gold standard for treating anxiety, 

there is no sufficient evidence to support its superi- ority (Wampold, 2019). The presentation of a 

rationale focused on the client’s symptoms, which promotes a sense of hope for therapy outcomes, 

is suggested as an important mechanism of change and a predictor of anxiety symptom reduction 

(Gallagher et al., 2020; Yulish et al., 2017). Kazdin andKrouse (1983) analoguestudywith participants 

suffering from anxiety proposed that a persuasive communication of the rationale promotes posi- 

tive expectations and evaluations of the treatment as potent. Two analogue studies with participants 

with social anxiety found consistent results (Ahmed & Westra, 2009; Ametrano et al., 2017). A cogent 

rationale was related to higher expectations for change, self-confidence in managing anxiety 

(Ametrano et al., 2017), and greater engagement with therapeutic tasks (Ahmed&Westra, 2009). De- 

spite being presented as a priority for research (Kazdin, 2005), the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness 

and communication of rationale remain severely under- investigated (Cr˘aciun, 2015; Vaz&Sousa, 

2021). 

Study Goals 

Existing findings support the importance of the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness to promote posi- 

tive expectations, self-efficacy in managing symp- toms, and engagement with therapeutic tasks, and 

propose a relationship between the psychothera- pist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance. 

However, the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness remains underinvestigated. It is unclear what com- 

prises the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and how it relates to the working alliance. The present 

study had two main aims. First, to develop a psychometrically sound rating scale that measures the 

psychotherapist’s persuasiveness. Relevant litera- ture on the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness was 

researched, and the identified constructs and items were submitted to a validation process. Second, 

to explore the relationship between the psychothera- pist’s persuasiveness andtheworking alliance. 

Psy chotherapy session recordings were rated using scales that measure the psychotherapist’s 

persua- siveness and the working alliance. The corresponding ratings were analyzed for a possible 

correlation between the two variables. It was hypothesized that the greater the psychotherapist’s 

persuasiveness, the greater the working alliance would be. With no prior research on the 

relationship between the two variables, the hypothesis was exploratory. 

Method 

Design 



To develop the scale, the subsequent steps were followed: gathering relevant literature; assembling 

an initial pool of constructs and items; requesting expert feedback and refining the items, accord- 

ingly; conducting a pilot study to test the items; conducting a larger study to validate the scale 

(DeVellis, 2017). Once the scale validation process was completed, a nonexperimental, correlational, 

observational study was conducted to examine the relationship between the psychotherapist’s 

persua siveness and the working alliance. 

Participants 

The main study’s sample included 14 psychotherapy session recordings, nine of which were single 

firstsessions, andfive werefroma psychotherapeutic process. Thesewereassembledthrough 

convenience sampling from a pool of session recordings obtained for educational purposes. As an 

inclusion criterion, the recordings included clients suffering from anxi- ety and had audio and visuals. 

Five psychotherapists were male (50%), and five were female (50%). Nine clients were female (90%), 

and one was male (10%). Five clients were suffering from an unspecified form of anxiety (50%), two 

from social anxiety (20%), two from panic disorder (20%), and one from gener- alized anxiety (10%). 

The type of anxiety was disclosed in the video’s description, so no diagnostic measures were applied. 

Six psychotherapists had a cognitive–behavioral approach (60%), one acceler- ated experiential 

dynamic psychotherapy (10%), one systematic treatment selection (10%), one schema therapy (10%), 

and one emotion-centered problem- solving (10%). Seventeen session recordings were used to 

validate the scale, 14 of which belonged to the main study’s sample. Three more recordings were 

included with no specific inclusion criteria to ensure an adequate sample size for thevalidation 

process. 

Measures 

Therapist’s Persuasiveness Rating Scale (TPRS) 

The TPRS is an observer rating scale based on Jerome Frank’s theorization of the psychothera- pist’s 

persuasiveness (Frank & Frank, 1993) that measures the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness on a 5-

point Likert-type scale (1 = Strongly uncharacteristic; 5 = Strongly characteristic). The final version of 

the TPRS comprises 10 items and four subscales (Preconditions; Rationale; Nonverbal behaviors; 

Influence) based on Vaz and Sousa (2021) pro- posed persuasive skills and other relevant literature. 

Each persuasive skill was researched, and the most salient aspects of each skill that can be observed 

during sessions were included. A description of each skill and behavioral indicators that varied in 

severity were included to facilitate the rating procedure. 

The subscale, preconditions, refers to the estab- lishment of preconditions for the cocreation of 

thera- peutic rationale. It derives from Frank’s conception that each client begins psychotherapy with 

explana- tions for their symptoms, that the psychotherapist needs to Explore to provide acogent 

rationale (Frank, 1986), and that emotional stimulation increases the psychotherapist’s persuasive 

influence (Frank, 1987). The subscale, rationale, refers to the presentation of a cogent rationale. It 

derives from Frank’s notion that the psychotherapist presents a “believable myth” that explains the 

client’s symptoms and therapeutic actions that can help overcome those problems (Frank, 1974; 

Frank & Frank, 1993). The subscale, nonverbal behaviors, refers to the nonverbal charismatic 

behaviors with which the therapist presents the rationale. It derives from the research on the 

psychotherapist’s behaviors that enhance the rationale’s cogency (Ahmed & Westra, 2009; Ametrano 

et al., 2017; Kazdin & Krouse, 1983). 



The subscale, influence, refers to the psycho- therapist’s influence on the client. It derives from the 

notion that the persuasive psychotherapist promotes the client’s involvement in psychother- apy and 

therapeutic actions (Frank, 1986). 

The TPRS’s subscales had satisfactory reliabil- ities for the sample under study, with a = .647 for 

Preconditions, a = .884 for Nonverbal behaviors, and a = .728 for Influence, except the Rationale 

subscale that had relatively low reliability (a =.568), which can be considered sufficient consid- ering 

the TPRS is in its early stages of research (Nunnally, 1978). The raters, two master students 

responsible for developing the TPRS, conducted the TPRS ratings in March and April. The rater’s 

training involved reading relevant literature on the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness that the TPRS 

was based on and studying the scale. The training was repeated twice for two weeks, encompassing 

roughly 30 hr, until good interrater reliability was achieved (r = .833). Intraclass correlation 

coefficients estimates, and their 95% confident intervals, were basedona mean-rating (k= 2), 

absolute agreement, 2- wayrandom-effects model (Koo&Li, 2016). 

Working Alliance Inventory-Observer Version- Short Form (WAI-O-S) 

The WAI-O-S (Tichenor & Hill, 1989; Tracey & Kokotovic, 1989) is an accepted measure of the working 

alliance (Andrusyna et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2000; Santirso et al., 2018, 2020) that was adapted 

from the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI; Horvath & Greenberg, 1989). The WAI- O-S is an 

observational scale with 12 items (e.g.,“There is agreement about the steps taken to help improve 

the client’s situation” and “The client feels that the therapist appreciates him/ her as a person”) 

rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 = never; 7 = always), with two reverse scored items (items 1 

and 4). It is conceptually based on Bordin’s (1979) pan-theoretical model of the working alliance and 

is comprised of three subscales (Goal, Task, and Bond) which mea- sure the agreement of goals, 

accordance of tasks, and development of a bond between the client and therapist (Andrusyna et al., 

2001). 

The subscales of the WAI-O-S had high reliabilities for the sample under study, with a = .906 for Goal, 

a = .903 for Task, and a =.892 for Bond. The WAI-O-S coding was conducted in April and May. The 

rater’s training involved reading relevant literature on the working alliance and studying the WAI-O-S. 

The training was repeated twice for 2 weeks, encompassing roughly 30 hr until good interrater 

reliability was achieved (r =.767). Intraclass correlation coefficients estimates, and their 95% 

confident intervals, were based on a mean-rating (k = 2), absolute agreement, 2-way random-effects 

model (Koo & Li, 2016). The scale’s internal consistency and interrater reliability for this study’s 

sample were comparable to previous studies’ (Santirso et al., 2018, 2020). 

Procedure 

Scale Development 

From a literature review conducted between Oc- tober and December 2020; an initial draft of the 

TPRS was developed. The definition of the psycho- therapist’s persuasiveness and proposed 

persuasive skills found in the literature helped establish four subscales and an initial poolof 16 items 

ona 7-point Likert-type scale. To enhance the content validity of the TPRS, one expert provided 

feedback on the relevancy, appropriateness, and clarity of the items (DeVellis, 2017). The expert was 

a doctoral-level student who works in academia and studies the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness. 

Based on the expert feedback, three items were removed for redun dancy reasons (“T builds 

credibility for therapy and therapeutic tasks by enhancing his or her expertness, trustworthiness and 

attractiveness”, “T validates or labels C’s feelings” and “T’s explanations transmit a sense of hope and 

positive expectations for therapeu- tic success”) and the 7-point Likert-type scale was adapted to a 5-



point Likert-type scale. The expert’s suggestions did not affect the constructs retrieved from the 

literature. The revised TPRS was tested on a pilot study with three session recordings not included in 

the main study’s sample. Both raters agreed to reword two items for clarity reasons (see Table 1 for 

the TPRS model). After this revision, the scale’s validation process was conducted. An exploratory 

factor analysis was conducted todetermine the underlying structure among the scale items, fol- 

lowed by confirmatory factor analysis. After an acceptable model fit was achieved, the scale validity, 

reliability, andsensitivity wereexamined. 

Main Study 

There was a within-session assessment of the variables of interest by applying the TPRS and WAI-O-S 

at a microprocessual level in the 14 ses- sion recordings. The recordings (approximately 45–50 

minutes in length) were divided into thirds (beginning, middle, end), and each unit was rated using 

the scales. After the training, the two raters rated three session recordings not included in the final 

sample to assess interrater reliability. The two students worked together during the rating process of 

the 14 sessions included in the main study. The TPRS and WAI-O-S ratings were taken under simi- lar 

conditions. After rating each session individually, the two raters viewed the sessions together and 

discussed each rating. The session recordings were examined again separately, and some ratings 

were altered considering what was discussed. Each session was judged three times. 

 

Results 

Scale validation 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 

EFA was performed to examine the underlying structure of the correlations among the TPRS items 

through principal axis factor analysis (FA) with or- thogonal rotation (VARIMAX; Hair et al., 2018). 

Seventeen session recordings, 14 belonging to the main study’s sample and three to the pilot study, 

were used for the analysis. There was no missing data from the dataset. Data adequacy was assessed 

through the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy (Kaiser & Rice, 1974), which 

indicated good adequacy (KMO = .81) (Marôco, 2021a). It was further substantiated by Barlett’s test 

of sphericity assuming a significant value (x 2[78] = 341.08, p , .001) and the Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy (MSA) for each item being above the .50 threshold (Hair et al., 2018). Item 12 was below 

the threshold (MSA = .49), but it was not removed due to its closeness to the cutting point and was 

reevaluated in the following stages. 

The number of retaining factors was determined  using  the  Kaiser  criterion  (.1  eigen- value), with 

an auxiliary interpretation of the scree plot and the extracted variance (Hair et al., 2018). Even 

though the scree plot was ambigu- ous, showing inflections that justified including four and six 

factors, only three factors had eigenvalues over 1 with 57.2% of explained var- iance. These criteria 

supported a 3-factor solu- tion with 57.2% of variance explained. Table 2 summarizes the factor 

loadings after rotation. The items on factor 1 suggest that it represents emotional expressiveness, 

factor 2 represents the rationale for therapeutic actions, and factor 3 represents the client’s interest 

in the rationale. The 3-factor solution deviated from the struc- ture retrieved from the literature 

review. Items 1, 6, and 8 showed moderate cross-loadings into other factors (..30; Salminen et al., 

2020). It was opted not to remove these items and reeval- uate them in the CFA stage. Item 2’s 

factorial loading was below .50, being a candidate for re- moval (Hair et al., 2018). A new EFA was 

con- ducted without item 2. Due to the lack of changes in the new EFA and item 2’s factor loading 



being close to .50, it was opted not to remove the item and reevaluate it in the CFA stage. Cronbach’s 

alpha was calculated for each factor to assess scale reliability. Factors 1 and 3 had relatively high 

reliability, but factor 2’s reli- ability was relatively low (see Table 2). 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

CFA was conducted to test the predefined structure of the TPRS using IBM AMOS 27 Graphic and 

Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation (Marôco, 2021b). It was opted to test the structure retrieved 

from the literature, due to the differences between the structure obtained in the EFA and the initial 

theoretical structure. The x 2 statistic, the x 2/df index, the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and its 

Parsimony Adjusted variant (PCFI), the Root M Squared Error Approximation (RMSEA), the Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC), and the Browne- Cudeck Criterion (BCC) indices were used to assess 

model fit (Horta & Santos, 2016; Marôco, 2021b). Each item’s factorial weights were analyzed to 

verify if they were above the threshold of .50. The model revealed an inadequate fit (x 2[60] = 

147.25; p , .001, x 2/df = 2.45, CFI = .79, PCFI = .61, RMSEA = .17) and three items (item 2, 6, and 13) 

had factorial weights below the .50 threshold (Marôco, 2021b). Those items were removed, and the 

respecified model was analyzed. The respeci- fied model’s items had factorial weights above .50 and 

there were considerate improvements to model fit (x 2[29] = 42.99; p = .046, x 2/df = 1.48, CFI = .96, 

PCFI = .62, RMSEA = .098) also noted by the decrease on the comparative indices (AICold = 235.25 vs. 

AICnew = 94.99, BCCold = 269.47 vs. BCCnew = 109.66). The new respecified model revealed a good 

fit and was adopted (Marôco, 2021a). The final model is summarized in Figure 1, and the factorial 

weights are presented in Table 3. 

Validity, Reliability, and Sensitivity 

The Validity Master Macro in James Gaskin’s (2019) Stats Tool Package was used to assess the scale’s 

validity and reliability. Factorial, convergent, and divergent validity were analyzed to assess scale 

validity (Hair et al., 2018; Marôco, 2021a). Factorial validity is evaluated byalltheitem’s factorial 

weights exceeding the .50 threshold (Marôco, 2021a), which was ensured in the CFA stage, 

supporting the scale’s factorial validity. Convergent validity is assessed through the Average Variance 

Extracted (AVE; Fornell & Larcker, 1981) exceeding the .50 threshold, which was met, supporting the 

scale’s convergent validity (Hair et al., 2018). Discriminant validity requires two criteria: the AVE for a 

pair of factors being equal or greater than the squared correlations between those two factors, and 

the AVE being equal or greater than maximum shared variance (MSV) and average shared variance 

(ASV; Fornell & Larcker, 1981). These criteria were not met, as the AVEforthe factorsrationale, 

preconditions, and non- verbal behaviors were less than one absolute value of the squared 

correlation with other factors, and the AVE for rationale, preconditions, and nonverbal behaviors 

were less than the MSV. These results mean that the scale couldbeused as aunidimensional 

instrument. A unidimensional model of the TPRS was tested using CFA, but the indices did not differ 

significantly from the final respecified model (x 2[31] = 45.28; p = .047, x 2/df = 1.46, CFI = .96, PCFI = 

.66, RMSEA = .096, AIC = 93.28, BCC =106.82). It was opted not to adopt the unidimensional model 

ofthe TPRS. The repercussions of thediscriminant validity issues are presented in the discussion 

section. The scale’s reliability is assessed through the composite reliability (CR; Fornell & Larcker, 

1981; Marôco, 2021a) of all factors exceeding the .70 threshold, which was met (see Table 4), 

supporting the instrument’s reliability (Marôco, 2021a). The scale’s sensitivity is assessed by verifying 

the item’s normal distribution through the item’s skewness and kurtosis being below the absolute 

value of 3, which was met (see Table 3), supporting thescale’ssensitiv- ity (Kline, 2016). 

Main study 



The Shapiro-Wilk test was performed on the TPRSand WAI-O-Sratingstoexamine if the distribution of 

ratings was approximately normal. The TPRS ratings in the middle (W[10] = .96, p = .769) and end of 

the session (W[10] = .92, p = .365), did not deviate significantly from normal. The WAI- O-S ratings in 

the beginning (W[10] = .92, p = .35) and end of the session (W[10] = .94, p = .575), did not deviate 

significantly from normal. However, the TPRS ratings in the beginning (W[10] = .81, p = .02) and the 

WAI-O-S ratings in the middle (W[10] = .83, p = .031), were both significantly non- normal. The 

normality assumption was violated, so nonparametric tests were used. A Spearman’s correlation 

coefficient was com- puted to assess the relationship between the TPRS and the WAI-O-S ratings. The 

correlation between the two variables at the beginning (r = .08, n = 10, p = .823), middle (r = .29, n = 

10, p = .409), and end (r = .06, n = 10, p =.88) of the session was not statis- tically significant. The 

relationship between the TPRS ratings at the beginning, middle, and end of the session was assessed 

using Spearman’s correla- tion coefficient to explore the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness variable. 

There was a positive correlation between the TPRS ratings at the beginning and middle (r = .799, n = 

10, p = .006), at the begin- ning and end (r= .77, n = 10, p = .010), and at the middle and end (r = .81, 

n = 10, p = .004). The pro- cess was repeated for the WAI-O-S ratings. The correlations between the 

WAI-O-S ratings at the beginning and middle (r= .435, n = 12, p = .157), beginning and end (r = .07, n 

= 12, p = .833), and middle and end (r = .57, n = 12, p = .055) were not statistically significant. The 

TPRS and the WAI- O-S ratings do not appear to be correlated. The WAI-O-S ratings at the beginning, 

middle, and end of the session also do not appear to correlate. 

However, there was a strong positive correlation between the TPRS ratings at the session’s begin- 

ning, middle and end. Increases in the TPRS rat- ings at the beginning of the session were correlated 

with increases in TPRS ratings at the middle and end of the session. A Friedman’s ANOVA was 

computed to assess the significance of the differences in the TPRS and WAI-O-S ratings throughout 

the session. The TPRS ratings significantly changed over the three moments (x 2F[2] = 9.135, p = .010, 

n = 10). The pairwise comparisons were analyzed to follow up on this finding. The TPRS ratings 

significantly changed from the beginning to the middle (Z = 2.460, p = .014) and end (Z = 2.571, p = 

.010), but did not significantly change from the middle to the end (Z= .112, p = .911). There was a 

signifi- cant change in the TPRS ratings from the beginning to the middle and end, but there was no 

significant change between the middle and the end. The WAI- O-S ratings significantly changed over 

the three moments (x 2F[2] = 24.000, p , .001, n = 12). The pairwise comparisons were analyzed to 

follow up on this finding. The WAI-O-S ratings significantly changed from the beginning to the middle 

(Z = 2.449, p = .014) and end (Z = 4.889, p , .001), and from the middle to the end (Z = 2.449, p = 

.014). There was a significant change in the WAI- O-S from the beginning to the middle and end, and 

from the middle to the end. 

A linear regression model was computed to assess the effect of the TPRS ratings on the WAI- O-

Sratings. First, the TPRSratings’ effect at thebe- ginning, middle, and end on the WAI-O-S ratings at 

the beginning of the session was tested. This model is statistically significant (F[3] = 6.61, p = .025) 

with an R2 = .651, which means that the TPRS ratings at the beginning, middle and end explain 65.1% 

of the variance of the WAI-O-S ratings at the beginning of the session. To assess which moment had 

more impact in the WAI-O-S ratings, the model’s coefficients were analyzed. Only the TPRS ratings at 

the beginning (B =   1.615, p =.011), significantly affected the WAI-O-S ratings. It appears that the 

TPRS ratings at the beginning had the largest effect on the WAI-O-S ratings at the beginning of the 

session. The process was repeated for the TPRS ratings’ effect on the WAI-O-S rat- ings at the middle 

and end. The TPRS ratings at the beginning, middle and end did not have a statistically significant 

effect on the WAI-O-S at the mid- dle (F [3] = 1.44, p = .322), and end (F [3] = .59, p = .647). 

 



Discussion 

The purpose of the present study was to explore the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness by developing 

a rating scale that measured the psychotherapist’s persuasive skills and analyzing the relationship 

between the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance. The final version of the 

Thera- pist’s Persuasiveness Rating Scale (TPRS) contains 10 items with four subscales. Except for the 

scale’s discriminant validity, which showed to be inadequate, the TPRS has good psychometric 

properties and can be used to measure the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness in session. The 

structure initially retrieved from the literature review was not sup- ported by the exploratory factor 

analysis, which proposed a structure heavily supported by the psychotherapist’s emotional 

expressiveness, sup- porting the importance of charismatic behaviors and emotional stimulation in 

the psychotherapist’s per- suasiveness (Frank, 1987). Although the hypothesized positive 

correlational relationship between the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance 

was not supported, the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness appears to explain 65.1% of the working 

alliance at the beginning of the session, which suggests that the small sample size might have 

prevented a significant correlation between the two variables. Anexploratory analysis of the correla- 

tion of the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance throughout the session also 

showed that while the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness rat- ings are correlated, the working alliance 

ratings are not. This finding supports previous studies that sug- gest the therapist’s interpersonal 

skills are preexisting in some way (Anderson, Crowley, et al., 2016; Perlmanetal., 2020). 

The present study followed the steps considered best practice for scale development and evaluation 

(Boateng et al., 2018) and introduced the first vali- dated scale that solely measures the psychothera- 

pist’s persuasiveness. It is based on Jerome Frank’s theorizations of the psychotherapist’s 

persuasiveness (Frank & Frank, 1993) and Vaz & Sousa, (2021) proposed persuasive skills. 

Incorporating charismatic behaviors proposed to be more persua- sive (Heide, 2013), and the client’s 

engagement spurred by the therapist’s rationale (Vaz & Sousa, 2021) provides an in-depth estimation 

of the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness that can advance the research on this interpersonal skill. 

Initially, the 13 items and four-factor structure retrieved from the literature revealed an inadequate 

fit, and three items were removed. The item’s removal left three factors with only two items, which is 

below the three items per factor recommendation (Hair et al., 2018). However, it is important to 

note that there are validated scales with only two items per construct (Rammstedt & John, 2007), 

and the item’s removal was essential to the scale’s improvement of fit and factorial validity. The 

presenting results also sup- port the scale’s reliability and sensitivity. The crite- ria to assure the 

scale’s discriminant validity were not met, which means that the items are similar and the distinction 

between each factor is unclear, limit- ing the interpretation of findings related to the rela- tionship 

between latent constructs (Farrell, 2010). This validity issue could not be resolved at this stage since 

it required revising the item’s semantic formulation. 

Despite not being the final structure adopted for the TPRS, the exploratory factor analysis yielded a 

deeper understanding of  the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness. Factor’s 1 items highlight the 

importance of the psychotherapist’s emotional expressive- ness through charismatic verbal and 

nonverbal behaviors and the client’s emotional stimulation to the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness. 

These results support Frank’s (1986, 1987) theoretical supposition that the psychotherapist’s ability 

to stimulate emo- tions is integral to their persuasiveness and capacity to transform maladaptive 

meanings. A similar inter- action was found in Vaz and Sousa (2021) study, whichs uggests that the 

psychotherapist’s interperso- nal skills positively predict the client’s emotional stimulation and 

transformation of meanings. Recent research has proposed that the client’s emotional 

stimulationand experience during sessions is animportant variable forpsychotherapy outcomes (Pasc- 



ual-Leone & Yeryomenko, 2017), through which the psychotherapist’s interpersonal skills might 

mediate part of their effects on outcomes (Vaz & Sousa, 2021). It seems plausible that the psycho- 

therapist’s emotional expressiveness and stimulation of the client’s emotions constitute essential 

qualities that make up the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness, through which the psychotherapist 

might persuade clients to transform maladaptive meanings. 

The items that measure the psychotherapist’s verbal and nonverbal behaviors are highly loaded to 

factor 1, which suggests that charismatic verbal behaviors contribute to the overall psychotherapist’s 

expressiveness and are an integral elementof the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness. These results 

support findings of the verbal and nonverbal expressiveness having an impact on the psy- 

chotherapist’s perceived likeability (Friedman et al., 1988), empathy (Maurer & Tindall, 1983), and 

credibility (Hoyt, 1996), which are thought to enhance the psychotherapist’s persuasive ability 

(Otterson, 2015). The items referring to the psychotherapist’s validation and cogent explanation of 

the client’s problems are also highly loaded to factor 1, alongside items that measure the thera- pist’s 

charismatic behaviors and stimulation of the client’s emotions. This is congruent with research that 

suggests that the psychotherapist’s validation and understanding of the client’s problems relate to 

the client’s emotional stimulation and process- ing (Asano, 2019; Malin & Pos, 2015). Contrary to Vaz 

and Sousa (2021) results that suggest the treatment rationale hinders the client’s emotional 

stimulation, the present study’s findings suggest that the treatment rationale is related to the psy- 

chotherapist’s expressiveness and client’s emo- tional stimulation, as item 5 is highly loaded to factor 

1. The association between the treatment ra- tionale and the psychotherapist’s verbal and non- 

verbal behaviors is further substantiated by a series of analogue studies that suggest that com- 

municating the treatment rationale with certain verbaland nonverbalbehaviors is more persuasive in 

enhancing the client’s expectations and engage- ment (Ahmed & Westra, 2009; Ametrano et al., 

2017; Kazdin & Krouse, 1983). 

Concerning the analysis of the relationship between the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the 

working alliance, Spearman’s correlation coeffi- cient results point to a nonsignificant statistical 

correlation between the two variables. This result does not support the positive correlation 

hypothesized based on the theoretical assumptions of the impor- tance of psychotherapist’s 

persuasiveness when pre- senting a treatment rationale to establishing a collaborative relationship 

and emotional bond (Safran & Segal, 1990). It is also not aligned with Anderson, Crowley, et al. 

(2016) findings that thera- pistswith higher facilitative interpersonal skills have higher working 

alliance ratings that continuously increase throughout the therapeutic process. An im- portant 

finding of this study is the 65.1% of the variance of the working alliance at the beginning of the 

session explained by the psychotherapist’s persua- siveness at the beginning of the session. This 

result is somewhat contradictory to the nonsignificant cor- relational relationship between the two 

variables and suggests an effect between the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the work- ing 

alliance. A possible interpretation for these results is that the present study’s small sample size might 

have prevented the detection of a statistically significant correlation between the psy- chotherapist’s 

persuasiveness and the working alliance (Hackshaw, 2008). The high percent- age of the variance of 

the working alliance explained by the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness raises the question of 

whether the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness might facilitate the establishment of the working 

alliance. This would be in accordance with reviews that highlight that the establishment of the 

working alli- ance is facilitated by the psychotherapist’s charismatic behaviors, exploration of the cli- 

ent’s beliefs, and the validation of the client’s problems, followed by a rationale of the treatment and 

symptoms (Hilsenroth & Cromer, 2007; Zimermann & Haes, 2011), which are in- tegral elements to 

the psychotherapist’s persua- siveness (Frank & Frank, 1993) that are evaluated in the TPRS. 



The exploratory analysis of the correlation between the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the 

working alliance ratings in the three session’s moments yielded a deeper understanding of the two 

variables. While the psychotherapist’s persuasive- ness ratings correlated in the three moments of 

thesession, the working alliance ratings did not corre- late. The analysis of the differences in the 

psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and working alli- ance ratings throughout the session also showed 

that how the ratings varied throughout the session differed between the two variables. While the psy 

chotherapist’s persuasiveness ratings rose from the beginning to the middle and stabilized between 

the middle and end of the session, the working allianceratings increased gradually throughout the 

session. It seems reasonable to infer that the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness is significantly higher 

in the middle and end of the session compared to the beginning of the session because it is usually 

when the psychotherapist becomes more participative and provides a rationale for the client’s 

problems and suggests therapeutic tasks to the client (Zimermann & Haes, 2011). The correlation of 

the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness ratings throughout the three moments of the session and the 

stabilization of the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness ratings between the middle and end of the 

session are also sugges- tive of it being an intrinsic quality of the psychotherapist. This would support 

previous studies suggesting that the psychotherapist’s interpersonal skills might have a trait-like 

element (Anderson, Crowley, et al., 2016; Perlman et al., 2020). 

This study has several strengths. It is the first attempt to develop and validate a rating scale that 

solely measures the psychotherapist’s persuasive- ness, which is crucial to advance its study as an 

inde- pendent interpersonal skill. It is also the first attempt at examining the relationship between 

the psycho- therapist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance. Finally, this study resorted to 

observer coding to reduce self-assessment bias as psychotherapists have been suggested to be 

biased when rating their abilities (Walfish et al., 2012). This study also has limitations that need to 

bewarranted. Thesmall sam- ple size warrants caution in interpreting the results as it mighthave 

inhibited statistical significance (Hack- shaw, 2008). The discriminant validity issues and low internal 

consistency of the rationale subscale also warrant caution when interpreting results (Farrell, 2010; 

Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). The study’s design impedes drawing causal inferences about the 

relationship between the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance (Cooper, 2020). 

The sample is comprised mostly of psycho- therapists with a cognitive–behavioral approach, which 

have been suggested to provide more ration- ales than other approaches (Vaz & Sousa, 2021). A 

more varied clinical sample might produce differing results. Lastly, the session recordings included in 

the sample emphasized showing treatment rationale and tasks of theoretical approaches because of 

their edu- cational purpose, meaning that recordings retrieved from a natural setting might have 

yielded different results. 

More research is needed to continue the TPRS’s validation process and investigation of the psycho- 

therapist’s persuasiveness. Despite having reached sampling adequacy, future studies should 

enhance their sample size and utilize different techniques to measurediscriminant validity to surpass 

the insufficient discriminant validity. If the discriminant va- lidity issues persist, future studies should 

consider evaluating a unidimensional version of the TPRS (Farrell, 2010). Future studies should 

examine the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness with a varied pool of psychotherapeutic approaches in 

natural settings. Future research should also seek to under- stand how the psychotherapist’s 

persuasiveness acts in the sessions and how it relates to the working alliance by combining 

quantitative and qualitative designs—performing a task analysis would allow investigating the 

processes involved in the psycho- therapist’s persuasiveness and how they relate to the construction 

of the working alliance (Pascual- Leone et al., 2009). The present study’s findings also raise the 

following questions that should be investigated: What is the importance of the client’s emotional 

stimulation to the effect exerted by the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness? What is the psy- 



chotherapist’s persuasiveness part in the establish- ment of the working alliance? How does the 

psychotherapist’s persuasiveness evolve through- out the session? 

 

Conclusion 

The present study’s findings suggest that the TPRS has good psychometric qualities, except for 

discriminant validity, being a promising tool to advance the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness study. 

The exploratory factor analysis results give support to Frank’s (Frank & Frank, 1993) concep- 

tualization of the psychotherapist’s persuasiveness by highlighting the importance of the 

psychotherapist’s verbal and nonverbal behaviors when communicating the treatment rationale and 

validating the client’s experience to stimulate the client’s emo- tions, as essential elements to the 

psychothera- pist’s persuasiveness. The hypothesized positive correlative relationship between the 

psychothera- pist’s persuasiveness and the working alliance was not supported as results pointed 

toward a nonsignificant relationship between the variables. It is important to note that the small 

sample size might have contributed to the lack of significance since the psychotherapist’s 

persuasiveness explains 65.1% of the variance of the working alliance at the beginning of the session. 

Finally, the psychothera- pist’s ratings were correlated between the session’s beginning, middle, and 

end, suggesting that the psy- chotherapist’s persuasiveness might have an inher- entquality. 
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